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 Diurnal processes (hours) occur in coastal regions which impact the ocean color  
signatures.   
 WavCis SeaPrism shows hourly color response in the nLw   

 100 minute ocean color changes were shown in VIIRS  overlapping scenes show ing  
diurnal processes.   

 Rapid ocean color changes  “must “ be accounted for in coastal satellite 
calibration/ validation.  

 Ocean Color Changes occur from :  
   -   Water mass Advection  Ocean Color can be used to estimate surface currents!   
   -   Bio-optical changes (blooms and decay)  

What is the product uncertainty between these NPP products?  

Objectives :  
1. How rapidly do bio-optical processes change in ocean color?  
2. Can the VIIRS 100 minute overlaps detect diurnal changes?  
3. Changes in hourly satellite products can result from:  

a) Bio-optical changes due to blooms, decays, sediment  
     processes and photo-oxidation  
b) Water mass advection and physical processes   
c) Sensor calibration and processing  

Abstract: 
Coastal processes can change on   hourly time scales, which can impact satellite 
ocean color bio-optical products and calibration methods for satellite comparisons. 
Methods to validate satellite coastal products require defining how rapidly ocean 
color varies.  The insitu diurnal changes in ocean color in a dynamic turbid coastal 
region in the northern Gulf of Mexico were characterized using above water spectral 
radiometry from a AERONET (WavCIS CSI-06) site that provides up to 8-10 
observations per day (in 15-30 minute increments). Satellite ability to detect   
changes in ocean color were characterized by overlapping orbits of the VIIRS–NPP 
ocean color sensor within 100 minutes.  Changes in satellite ocean color are 
dependent on several characteristics with include:  a) sensor characterization  b) 
advection of water masses and c) water bio-optical changes. These insitu diurnal 
changes were used to quantify of natural bio-optical fluctuations while validating 
satellite measurements. The results show the capability of space-borne sensors to 
monitor ocean color in dynamic coastal regions that are impacted by tides, re-
suspension, and river plume dispersion.  
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How fast can the ocean color properties change in ~100 minutes? 
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The changes in the  
100 minute ocean color 
response  can be 
characterized as “uncertainty”.  

 Measurements or water bio-optics (Blooms,  advection)?  

Model of Currents and  Salinity  
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Which ocean color product can be used to derive surface Currents from NPP - 
overlaps?  
Using Maximum Cross Correlation between images/orbits 

1) The hourly changes in the ocean color are “real” as shown by the WavCis ocean color and are not satellite  
      processing issues!  Many examples of diurnal color changes.   
2) The chlorophyll difference over ~100 minutes between the earlier orbit to the later orbit can identify active  
     ecosystem coastal regions and represent the advantages of a geostationary sensor for characterizing coastal  
     processes. These changes occur from water mass advection and biological activity (i.e. blooms, decay, etc.).   
3) The difference image identifies the locations of diurnal changes and if biological activity is blooming or  
     decaying.  
4) A geostationary sensor will enable identification of the rates of changes for these processes at different 

locations. These rates are essential to ecological models for forecasting.      
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